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asuhos, osoos
()Silver sillago

dilis, boris, tormis
()Indian anchovy
sapsap
()Splendid ponyfish
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alumahan, lumahan, hasahasa
()Bigmouth mackerel
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tulingan, mangko
()Frigate mackerel
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maya-maya
()Snapper

How to determine if the fish in your
municipality is mature or juvenile
timbungan
()Whitesaddle goatfish

)

34

bakawil, kiros
()Pinkear emperor

dangit, samaral
()Spinefoot rabbitfish

tamban, tunsoy, tabagak
()Goldstripe sardine

Legend:
Local name
()English/Common name
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galunggong, budboron
()Shortfin scad

salay-salay, tamarong, ginto
()Yellowstrip scad

hiwas, bilong-bilong
( Moonfish

17
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63

65

lapu-lapu
()Leopard coral grouper
talakitok
()Giant trevally or jack

Some sizes may differ but these are
the average sizes of fish at maturity

length = (Total length of fish from tip of head to tip of tail) = average length at maturity
If you catch, sell or eat fish smaller than these lengths shown here, they are immature. Catching fish
younger than their “mature size” is referred to as recruitment overfishing. If fish are continuously
caught smaller than this, they will not be able to breed and leave young fishes for next year’s catch.
Continuous catching of juvenile fishes will leave your stocks of fishes younger, less diverse and lea
lower incomes for fisherfolks and much higher prices in the market.

Reference:
Freese, R. and D. Pauly. Editors. 2002.
Fishbase. www.fishbase.org
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For further details on maturity in fishes and
fishery laws, please contact your nearest
DA-BFAR office.
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5F CIFC Towers J. Luna St. cor. J. L. Briones Ave.
North Reclamation Area, Cebu City
Tel. Nos.: (032) 232-1821 to 22, 412-0487 to 89, 412-0645
Fax No.: (032) 232-1825 CRM Hotline: 1-800-1-888-1823
Email: crmhot@mozcom.com and/or crmp@oneocean.org
Website: http://www.oneocean.org
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This “fish ruler” can be used to do a “quick assessment” of your priority fisheries. Take the
ruler and place on top of a piece of plywood or other hard material. Cover with plastic or
have it laminated, then visit the fish market and take samples of different fishes being
sold. Through this you will be able to assess how mature/immature the fishes being sold
are. If more than 20% (approx.) of your fish are “immature” it is a good indicator that your
fishing resources are in a state of “recruitm
ent overfishing” and there may be problems
ahead that will need resolving. (N.B. ideally you would assess the fishery regularly
through the whole year, as seasons change). Better law enforcement, closed seasons, a
comprehensive CRM code, municipal fishing licensing system and marine sanctuaries are
some of the ways to help alleviate overfishing.

